Boost planning
performance
Lighten your load

In today’s dynamic and uncertain business environment, your
supply chain planning challenges continue to grow. Your portfolio
is more complex than ever. Consumer behaviour is volatile. You
face growing pressure on price and margins. The IT landscape is
changing rapidly.
To understand and be able to deal with this intricate and erratic
market, you need high-quality planning. Performed by welleducated and highly skilled planners. And talent is hard to find.
Planning Services lightens your load.
Improved planning performance
In our Planning Services we apply EyeOn high expertise and
specific skills in advanced statistical forecasting, inventory
optimization and end-to-end supply chain insights. Our services
result at customer side in increased forecast accuracy, unbiased
forecast and optimized inventories driving high customer service
against low stock levels.
Increased process efficiency
Our Planning Services are lean, easy to connect and supported
with efficient and scalable tooling; For our customers, we are an
enabler to build a more efficient planning organization; the focus
of planners shifts to key value drivers like new products and
promotions.
Consistent worry-free professional execution
EyeOn Planning Services combines robust and secure repetitive
service execution with active tuning to changing business
dynamics: We deliver high quality, reliable, worry free process
execution in terms of costs and accuracy, including continuous
improvement.
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Planning Services

Boost planning
performance

Planning Services offers advanced analytics for
• Forecasting & Demand Management:
Best possible forecast based on internal or external data using
latest statistical techniques
• Inventory & Supply optimization:
Optimized single/multi-echelon parameter settings using
unique analytical models
• End-to-End supply chain insights:
Powerful visualizations turning data into actionable insights to
facilitate fast decision making
Honeycomb platform
Our services all run on Honeycomb: EyeOn data science platform
for advanced forecasting, inventory optimization & scenario
analysis.
Honeycomb combines state-of-the art data science capabilities
for data preparation, modeling, machine learning & analytics
and visualization with a secure and fully scalable data storage
environment.

3-step approach to smooth services execution
Step 1 - Proof of Concept
• Assess business characteristics & dynamics
• Quantify benefits of using advanced analytics
• Detail implementation approach
Step 2 - Design & configure
• Set up secured exchange of data
• Configure analytics plugins in Honeycomb
• Run end-to-end process & system tests
Step 3 - Execute
• Run analytics & optimize parameters
• Ensure smooth process execution
• Hands-on support to continuous improvement
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Why connecting to Planning Services?
By connecting to our services your planning performance gets
an instant boost. We increase forecast accuracy and reduce bias,
lower inventories and improve service levels. We enable planners
and the organization to rapidly transform to the next planning
level. And deliver clear insights to your specific planning needs,
to shape your future planning capabilities at your own pace.
How can we help you?
Lighten your load. Let us assist you with advanced forecasting,
inventory optimization and end-to-end supply chain insights.
Make use of our specialised planning and forecasting resources
to get ahead.
Interested?
You can contact us at planningservices@eyeon.nl for more
information or to make an appointment.

EyeOn promise
We implement proven innovations to raise your
forecasting and planning performance. We work in the
most pragmatic way possible, based on our knowledge
and experience in over hundred large, international
companies. We develop and implement the best fit-forpurpose improvements with real impact.

